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A model for cathodic blister growth in coating degradation
using mesomechanics approach

M. H. Nazir*, Z. A. Khan, A Saeed and K. Stokes
The paper presents a novel theoretical model of blistering initiation and
propagation especially useful for coating life assessment. The focus is
on initially circular blisters. A two-part theoretical analysis of blistering
is conducted using mesomechanics approach coupling diffusion concepts with
fracture mechanics concepts. The diffusion concept is used to treat
the corrosive species transport, eventually causing corrosion and blistering,
while the fracture mechanics concept is used to treat the blister growth as
circular crack propagation. Effects of thickness ratio and modulus ratio on
blistering propagation are discussed. A simple criterion is identified which
excludes the possibility of widespread blister propagation. Furthermore, a
comparative study with the existing blistering models is carried out.
Experiments are reported for blistering using a model coating-substrate
system, chosen to allow visualisation of interface and to permit coupled
(diffusion and residual) stresses in the coating over a full range of interest. The
predicted limits from theoretical model are expected to be useful for the
manufacturers in the design and deposition of coatings.
1 Introduction

In this research, the focus is on stress-strengthmodel particularly
useful for predicting time-dependent degradation and failure of
coatings [1]. A number of papers have been published on the
degradation of systems exposed to outdoor weathering
conditions [2–5]. These models relate the degradation to environ-
mental factors, such as weather using the time series modelling
for predicting the daily degradation. Physically, among the
degradation parameters, the coating-substrate adhesion is one
of the most critical parameters which has been analysed using
various modelling techniques [5–7]. One such latest model
addressing the effect of variable environmental parameters on
coating-substrate adhesion is presented in Ref. [8], which is
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further utilised in evaluating the life assessment, taking blister
formation and growth as a symptom of coating failure.

Despite of great advances in coating technology, blistering
still remains one of the serious problems and important
parameters [9–13]. It is, therefore, essential to understand the
physical and metallurgical phenomenon of blistering from both
scientific and engineering point of view. One of the most severe
forms of blistering is known as cathodic blistering [14–16], which
takes place when a metallic substrate with coating defects is
exposed to saline environment, such as salt spray or immersion
in salt solution [17–21].

This work is the continuation of research within [7,8,22–29]
and aims to develop equations for blistering growth using the
concept of mesomechanics of a bilayer composite [30]. Meso-
mechanics seeks to apply the mechanics principles to the
microstructural constituents of materials [31]. The developed
equations are then compared with the existing blistering
models [15,32–37], since the pioneering work of Hutchinson
et al. [38]. These models are presented in Table 1. The novelty in
this research lies in modelling the blister propagation as a
circular symmetric interfacial defect incorporating blister height,
which was not analysed in detail in previous blistering models.
The diffusion concept is used to treat the corrosive species
transport, eventually causing corrosion and blistering, while the
fracture mechanics concept is used to treat the blister growth as
circular crack propagation. The novel equations are expected to
prove beneficent in coating development as well as in
prognostics to evaluate the remaining useful life of a coating-
substrate systems [39].
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Table 1. Available blistering models that can be used for blister initial and propagation

Model Developer Reference

a2 �E2d
1�v2cð Þ a211 � p2y þ 2a12pxpy þ a211p

2
x

� �
Prawoto [15]

p�d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�v2c

p
2f ; where f is the constant dependent on geometry

Volinsky [32]

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�v2cð Þp
2d

Jahnsen [33]

p4r4E5

17:4h

� �1
6
where h is the coating thickness

Kappes [34]

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p � C � d � Ep

; where C is constant which depends on the geometry Galindo [35]

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�v2cð Þh

q
2 ; where h is thickness of coating

Bresser [36]

E
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
5 � C � p � dp

; where C is the constant which depends on geometry Wan [37]

In above equations, p is the blister pressure; d is the blister height; h is coating thickness; E is Young’s modulus; r is the blister radius.
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2 Preliminary knowledge and
experimentation

Blisters are local coating defects that form dome-shaped
projections in the coating through local loss of coating-substrate
adhesion at constant rate. Cathodic blistering initiation is always
associated with some form of defects, such as flaws (micro voids)
at the interface between coating and substrate. These interfacial
defects allow the transport of corrosive species from the
environment to the substrate, where corrosion reaction will
take place at the metallic substrate surface, at and around the
defects. Corrosion products formed by cathodic reactions (at
cathodic sites) reduce the coating-substrate adhesion eventually
forming blisters. These cathodic sites are formed within the
vicinity of defect along the coating–substrate interface.

The mechanism of blister initiation is based on the
disbonding of coating in the presence of diffusion-induced
stress at the delamination (crack) front [40,41]. The diffusion of
corrosive species introduces diffusion-induced stress in the
coating. The driving force leading to blister propagation is
the applied bending moment induced by in-plane compressive
stress due to temperature change coupled with diffusion-
induced stress. In this research, the governing differential
equation for internal coupling stresses effecting the blister
initiation is derived by considering the coating-substrate
system as a bilayer cantilever beam. Then, the fracture
equation for the propagation of blister in an axisymmetric
circular pattern is derived by using the concepts of von Karman
non-linear plate theory [42–47].

In an attempt to illustrate the blister initiation and
propagation, the primer-coated steel sample was cooled from
fabrication temperature to a lower reference temperature.
When the sample was cooled, it bent under the action of
residual stresses induced due to mismatch in thermal
expansion between coating and substrate. The curvature was
measured by using optical interferometry and was used to
deduce the residual stress. Then to analyse the effect of
diffusion-induced stress due to diffusion in the presence of
residual stresses, the sample was tested using compound
corrosion testing (CCT) where CCT was performed by strictly
maintaining the reference temperature. The test consists of
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
20min immersion in 5% NaCl and 11.5 h dry off periods.
The total test was 60 cycles and the events were recorded by
camera images. The images in Table 2 show the condition of
blistering at various cycles. The blisters initiated at 20 cycles of
CCT and started to grow at much faster rate and larger at 60
cycles of CCT. Figure 1 shows the summary of the results using
cross section of blistering. The figure shows that electrolyte
solution penetrates inside the coating towards the interface,
where there are defects (micro voids) (Fig. 1a). Once the
electrolyte penetrates, certain cathodic reaction sites develop
where the coating starts to debond from substrate (Fig. 1b).
When the debonded area reaches a critical size, the coating
completely delaminates resulting in the formation of nearly
circular blister (Fig. 1c). After the blister has formed, it starts to
expand in circular manner due to increase in its radius r.
3 Analytical approach

3.1 Basic concept

Before putting into service, the coating-substrate system is pre-
cured at elevated temperatures, e.g., 70 8C, introducing tensile
in-plane residual stress in the coating. The tension can be as high
as 15MPa [48]. When the coated steel panel is exposed to water
solution containing salt, gradual diffusion of water into the
coating takes place, eventually causing swelling with volume
expansion. The transport of corrosive species introduces
diffusion-induced stress in the coating, high enough, that can
change the residual stress from 15MPa tension to 5MPa
compression [49]. During exposure, randomly distributed pores
are formed in the coating which provides the conductive
pathways for the corrosive species to reach the metal surface.
Once the species arrives at the metal surface, an electrochemical
corrosion cell is formed, where steel is oxidised at anodes while
oxygen is reduced at cathodes. The produced hydroxyl ions at
the cathode cause the disbonding of the coating from the
substrate and forming corrosion products. The cathodic
disbonding, upon reaching the critical size, results in the
complete delamination of the coating from the substrate
resulting in the formation of blister. The blister propagates
www.matcorr.com



Table 2. The images showing the condition of blistering at various cycles of compound corrosion testing (CCT)

Brand new-coated sample

Twenty cycles of CCT, blistering started to appear

Sixty cycles of CCT, blistering growing faster and larger
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initially in axisymmetric circular pattern and eventually resulting
in non-axisymmetric perturbation of crack front producing
telephone-cord blister. The focus is initially on propagation in
axisymmetric circular pattern; non-axisymmetric unstable
propagation will be discussed in future research.

The aim of this research is to develop an analytical model of
the circular blistering propagation considering the coupling
www.matcorr.com © 2
effects of residual and diffusion-induced stresses. Figure 2 shows
two approaches utilised in this research.

3.2 Diffusion concept of blistering

Consider the case of an inhomogeneous distribution of corrosive
species in a dilute electrolyte solution. The diffusion of corrosive
015 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.



Figure 1. The summary of the experimental results using cross section
of blistering; (a) new sample with defect (micro void) at the interface;
(b) cathodic reaction site where the coating starts to debond from
substrate; (c) formation of circular blister
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species k in a stressed elastic solid is associated with principle
stresses as [50–53],

@ck
@t

¼ r!:
Dkck
RT

mk �
Z si

0

�Vkd
1
3

Z i¼3

i¼1
si

� �� �	 

ð1Þ

where ck is the concentration of corrosive species k in an
infinitely dilute electrolyte solution; Dk is the diffusion co-
efficient of corrosive species k; R is the molar gas constant and T
is temperature; mk is the chemical potential of corrosive species
k; si are the principle stresses equal to the sum of principle
diffusion-induced stresses sdi and principle residual stresses sri ,
i.e., si ¼ sri þ sdi ; Vk is the scaler term (does not include stress
tensor effect) representing the partial molar volume of diffusing
corrosive species k.

Consider the above elastic solid as a bilayer cantilever
beam with one layer exposed to diffusing corrosive species
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
which maintains a concentration co as shown in Fig. 2. The top
layer (also called coating, denoted by c) with thickness h, length
lc and width bc is bonded to a substrate with thickness s, length
ls and width bs as shown in Fig. 2. The interface of the coating
and the substrate on the co-ordinate system is defined at x¼ 0;
the free surface of the coating is located at x ¼ h and the free
surface of the substrate is located at x ¼ �s. Solution of
Equation (1) provides with the diffusion equation for the
coating including the coupling effect of residual stress and
diffusion-induced stress as,

@ckc
@t

¼ Dkc

(
r2ckc �

Vkc

9RT
r!ckcr

!
src þ sdc½ �

� Vkc

9RT
ckcr2 src þ sdc½ �



ð2Þ

The equation for residual stress in a bilayer cantilever by
Hseuh [54] is used to address the residual stress in coating.
Residual stress in the coating, due to thermal expansion
mismatch is introduced when the coating-substrate system is
subjected to temperature change, given as [55],

src ¼ Ec
Esassþ Ecachð ÞDT

Essþ Echð Þ þ x� tbð Þ
�

3 Ess2
EsassþEcachð ÞDT

EssþEchð Þ � asDT
� �

� Ech
2 EsassþEcachð ÞDT

EssþEchð Þ
� �

� acDT
h i

Ess2 2sþ 3tbð Þ þ Ech
2 2h� 3tbð Þ

0
@

1
A

�acDT

�
ð3Þ

where Ec, Es and ac, as represent elastic moduli and co-efficient
of thermal expansion of the coating and the substrate,
respectively; T is temperature change from fabrication temper-

ature or during application; tb ¼ �Ess2þEch
2

2 EssþEchð Þ defines the bending

axis location corresponding to bending strain component being
zero; x ¼ tb dictates the location of neutral axis corresponding to
zero strain.

The equation for diffusion-induced normal stress in a
bilayer cantilever beam by Zhang et al. [56] is used to address
the diffusion-induced stress in the coating. The diffusion of
corrosive species k at time t> 0 will introduce the diffusion-
induced stress in the coating, given as,

sdc ¼ Ec
Ech Vkcckc þ Ess Vks cks

3 Echþ Essð Þ þ x� tbð Þ
�

2 EcEshs hþ sð Þ Vkc ckc � Vks cksð Þ½ �
E2
ch

4 þ E2
s s

4 þ 2EcEshs 2h2 þ 3hsþ 2s2
� �

 !
� 1
3
ckc Vkc

!

ð4Þ

where, ckc , cks and Vkc , Vks represent the concentration and
partial molar volume of diffusing corrosive species in the coating
and the substrate, respectively. Substituting Equations (3) and (4)
into Equation (2) gives the solution for coating deformation
including the coupling effect of residual stress and diffusion-
www.matcorr.com



Figure 2. Two approach models of blistering with diffusion concept (upper) coupled with fracture mechanics concept (lower)

www.matcorr.com © 2015 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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induced stress as,
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The effect of residual stress and concentration of diffusing
corrosive species on feed-back diffusion-induced stress can be
found by solving Equation (5) as,

s0
d ¼

@sdc
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¼
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The feed-back diffusion-induced stress can either be
uniform state of equi bi-axial compression or tension
depending upon the concentration of diffusing corrosive
species ckc and direction of residual stress gradient @src=@x.
When under compression, the coating at cathodic sites
debonds from the substrate, which upon reaching the critical
size results in the formation of blister. Given a stress tensor s,
the pressure p in terms of hoop stress is defined as
p ¼ hs=r [57]; therefore Equation (6) can be modified in
terms of pressure as,

pd ¼
h

r

9RTþ EcVkc
2ckc

� � @2ckc
@x2 þ EcVkc

2 @ckc
@x

� �2
� @ckc

@t
9RT
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2
64

3
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where, pd is the feed-back diffusion-induced pressure at a point
inside the blister cavity.

3.3 Fracture mechanics concept of blistering

While the previous section discusses about the diffusion of
corrosive species, this section discusses the effect of feed-back
diffusion-induced pressure pd on blister propagation using the
concepts of von Karman non-linear plate theory within
the frame work of fracture mechanics. With reference to the
schematic in Fig. 2, consider a blister of radius r. An interface
crack with axisymmetric circular shape exists between
the coating and the substrate such that when the coating is
intact (blister height, d ¼ 0), the feed-back diffusion-induced
stress s0

d is a uniform state of equi bi-axial compression
sd ¼ sd ¼ �s0

d

� �
. In the intact state, the stress intensity factors

and elastic energy release rate of interface crack are zero. Only
when the coating debonds from the substrate, is the case of non-
zero crack driving force.

Consider the case when r/h>> 1, the disbonding of the
coating is modelled as a completely intact circular plate using
von Karman non-linear plate theory. The intact plate debonds
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
in a stable axisymmetric circular pattern when normalised
pressure p=pcr > 1. The conventional form of normalised

stress ( sscr
¼ 1�v2cð Þ

Ec
s r

h

� �2
[38]), can now be modified in terms of

normalised feed-back diffusion-induced pressure by incorporat-
ing Equation (7) as,
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where pd=pcr can increase due to either increase in blister radius r
or to an increase in feed-back diffusion-induced pressure pd.

The mode adjusted driving force F for crack propagation
depends on the elastic energy release rateG and a dimensionless
mode mix function f cð Þ[58],

F ¼ G
f cð Þ ð9Þ

where
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3 M2
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1
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ffiffiffiffiffi
12

p
Mc ¼ 0:2 1þ vcð Þ d

h
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h
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� � pd
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where c is a parameter defining mode II to mode I ratio of crack
edge; l is the material parameter and best fit l is found to be
about 0.2 for primer-coated steel sample [59]; Mc is the bending
moment of the crack edge of coating; N is the resultant stress
force acting on the coating; parameter v in Equation (9(c)) is
dependent upon Dundur’s elastic mismatch parameter x [60],
where x ¼ Ec � Es

� �
=ðEc þ EsÞ [61].

From Equation (9(a)–c)), it can be seen that G, f cð Þ and c at
the edge of crack depend on the combination hDN=

ffiffiffiffiffi
12

p
Mc in

Equation (9(d)), the term being the function of normalised feed-
back diffusion-induced pressure pd=pcr. After substitutions,
Hutchinson’s equations for G, f cð Þ and c can be modified to
www.matcorr.com



Figure 4. The effects of plots of normalised feed-back diffusion-
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redefine the interfacial crack propagation problem in terms of
feed-back diffusion-induced pressure.

The condition for the incipient fracture propagation is
F ¼ IC [62], where IC is mode I toughness. By incorporating feed-
backdiffusion-inducedpressurepd and incipient conditionF ¼ IC, it
is possible to find the incipient spread of circular blister as [62],

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Go

F

r
¼ 1� vcð Þh ¼ pd

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� vcð Þh
EcIC

� �s
; Go ¼ p2d

1� vcð Þh
Ec

ð10Þ

The left-hand side of the equation is a function of pd=pcr; the
equation is used to generate curves for incipient spread of
circular blister. Equation (10) also benefits in making the
theoretical predictions for coating failure due to blistering.
induced pressure on normalised (mode adjusted) debonding driving
force
4 Results and discussion

Based on numerical simulations, blister growth and propagation as
a circular symmetric interfacial defect are discussed in this section.

To illustrate the effects of normalised feed-back diffusion-
induced pressure on normalised blister height, comparisons of
the predicted blister height from previous blistering models are
first carried out and shown in Fig. 3. The rising plot for the
predicted blister height is in agreement with the previously
reported models, however, conventional models except Prawoto
et al. [15] did not include the horizontal circular propagation of
blister, instead they only modelled the vertical growth of blister
height. Nevertheless, both the horizontal and vertical progres-
sion of blister is important to be modelled in order to completely
understand the mechanism of blistering.

The effects of plots of normalised feed-back diffusion-
induced pressure on normalised (mode adjusted) disbonding
driving force are shown in Fig. 4. The plots show that above a
certain value of pd=pcr, the disbonding driving force Fdiminishes
with increasing pd=pcr, considering l ¼ 0:3. Therefore, a
Figure 3. Comparison of the predicted blister height from previous
blistering models with the developed model

www.matcorr.com © 2
growing circular blister, in a state to the right of maxima is
stable and grows in an axisymmetric circular pattern. The plots in
Fig. 4 also show that the effect of thickness ratio h/s on
disbonding driving force is negligible, which indicates that
increasing the coating thickness, is not necessarily an effective
method for achieving the better performance of the coating while
combating blistering. Figure 5 shows the evolution of disbonding
driving force to various modulus ratio Es=Ec. The plots in Fig. 5
show that the disbonding driving force increases with
decreasing the modulus ratio. This indicates that for a given
coating thickness, the coating flexibility can decrease the
disbonding driving force, and thereby improve the performance
of the coating in terms of blistering.

A better plot revealing the parameters controlling the blister
propagation are obtained by simulating Equation (10) as shown
in Fig. 6. For the purpose of discussion, focus on the trend for h/
s¼ 0.9 in Fig. 6. Consider the case of coating thickness h being
fixed and the initial circular defect (micro void) exists at the
Figure 5. The evolution of debonding driving force to various modulus
ratio

015 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.



Figure 6. Normalised pressure associated with incipient propagation
of circular blister for various values of thickness ratio
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interface with the coating loaded by increasing pd. The loading
corresponds to the straight line trajectory in Fig. 6. If the
blistering parameters are such that the straight line trajectory is
one like OX1, which crosses the trend to the left of minima, than
the blister will experience an unstable propagation until it is
arrested at X3. With further increase in pd, the blister propagates
in a stable circular manner. However, if the straight line
trajectory is one like OX2, crossing the trend at the right of
minima, than the blister will be stable right from the initiation.
The plots in Fig. 6 also show that the incipient propagation of
circular blister is independent of the coating thickness.

The plots in Fig. 7 show that the incipient propagation of
circular blister is not much influenced by the modulus ratio. For
every value of modulus ratio in Fig. 7, the incipient blister
propagation will become stable at same minima corresponding
to pd/pcr¼ 20. Let Min (h/s) denotes the minima of the
propagation trends in Fig. 7 for a given thickness ratio h/s.
There will be no blister propagation irrespective of the size of

initial defect (micro void), if pd

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�vcð Þh
Ec IC

h ir
< Min ðh=sÞ. The

threshold is useful for the manufacturers in design and
Figure 7.The incipient propagation of circular blister for various values
of modulus ratio

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
durability of coatings, as it guarantees that the extensive
propagation of delamination will not occur, nonetheless as
circular blisters. It is worth noting that the minima in Figs. 6
and 7 are attained at pd/pcr¼ 20, which fosters an important
explanation of small interfacial defect as the one which satisfies

the condition r � r� ¼ h 1�vcð ÞEch

min2 1�v2cð Þ2GIC

� �1
4

" # !
. For the case

when initial interfacial defect is analogous to r�, than there
will be no blister propagation until r greatly exceeds from r�.
5 Conclusions

A two-part theoretical model for blistering is developed using
mesomechanics approach coupling the diffusion concepts with
fracture mechanics concepts. An initial calculation developed
the diffusion equation for blistering considering coating-
substrate system as a bilayer cantilever beam. The diffusion of
corrosive species introduces diffusion-induced stress in the
coating which is coupled with in-plane compressive stress due to
temperature change. A second calculation produced the fracture
equation for the propagation of blister in an axisymmetric
circular pattern by using the von Karman non-linear plate theory.
Equation (8) is the diffusion equation, which combined with
fracture Equation (9), provides the relationship between the
blister initiation due to diffusion of corrosive species and
propagation of blister as a circular interfacial crack.

Results indicate that the blister propagation is independent
of thickness ratio h/s, however, higher modulus ratio Es/Ec can
significantly improve the performance of coating in terms of
blistering. A simple criterion is identified as Min (h/s) on the
prediction curves for blister propagation; if the parameters
are such that the blister propagation is less than minima than
there will be no blister growth which excludes the possibility of
widespread blister propagation. However, for the case when
blister propagation corresponding to parameters is greater than
minima than the blister will propagate in a stable circular
pattern. The developed theoretical model, with slight additions
can be used for predicting the instabilities of circular blister,
forming “telephone cord blister” which will be discussed in the
future work as a continuation of this work.
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